Ben Fama
dev hynes
you smell like summer
in the tropics
your new car
smells like cocaine
mustique rain
slanting downward
on a hilfiger towel
i miss summer
in greece
eating grapes

depressed economies
desultory poetics
everything is embarrassing
century 21a savings account
dev hynes
enunciate pleasures
i still feel
pleasures of empire
bourgeois pleasures of time

authenticating details
a paris autumn
a new starbucks in dubai
egyptian cotton
bananes frites
losing you
on location in st. barth
a video look book
a sunset view
we shared a sandwich
on a balcony
in montreal
it was april
was slow
with my camera
dev hynes
it was warm
after winter
you said
feel the world
against your skin
in the parc du mont-royal
among the many people
we bought
opium and hash
and smoked it
near the basilica
from a pipe
carved from marble
because lord is dead
and grace existential

songs set to feelings
songs of empire
dev hynes
a melody
dev hynes
after hours
dev hynes

on the cover
dev hynes

dev hynes

sound regulator
in france
a short hundred
an age
you smell the summer
depressed economies
you smell the summer